
13 Spooky Activities For Kids Aspiring Author
Do your kids love to write and have a passion for all things spooky? Halloween is
the perfect time to encourage their creativity and nurture their storytelling skills
with 13 spooky activities! From brainstorming scary ideas to creating creepy
characters and spine-tingling stories, these activities will spark their imagination
and help them on their path to becoming a great author. Let's dive in!

1. Haunted House Story Plot

Help your child develop a spooky storyline for their very own haunted house
story. Encourage them to think about the mysterious twists and turns, ghostly
apparitions, and spine-chilling encounters that could occur within the walls of their
haunted house. Encourage them to use descriptive language to bring their story
to life.

2. Eerie Character Development

Encourage your little author to create eerie characters for their spooky story.
Whether it's a mischievous witch, a friendly ghost, or a terrifying monster, their
imagination can run wild as they bring these characters to life. Encourage them to
think about their appearance, personality, and special abilities.
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3. Ghostly Poetry

Poetry is a fantastic way to express emotions and create an eerie atmosphere.
Encourage your child to write spooky poems that capture the essence of
Halloween. They can experiment with rhymes, rhythms, and vivid imagery to
create spine-tingling verses.

4. Spooky Short Story

Challenge your aspiring author to write a spooky short story. Give them a word
limit and encourage them to build suspense, create tension, and captivate the
reader from the very beginning. Remind them to include vivid descriptions,
interesting characters, and a thrilling plot twist.

5. Mystery Riddles

Riddles are a fun way to engage your child's mind and imagination. Create
Halloween-themed riddles together or find them online. Let your kid become the
riddle master and challenge their friends and family to solve the mysteries!

6. DIY Spooky Bookmarks

Get crafty and create spooky bookmarks together. From ghoulish monsters to
cute bats, the possibilities are endless. These bookmarks will not only inspire
your child while reading, but they also make fantastic gifts for fellow spooky story
lovers.
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7. Tales Around a Bonfire

Gather around a backyard bonfire and take turns sharing spooky stories.
Encourage your child to tell their own tale, using their imagination and storytelling
skills to captivate the audience. Don't forget the marshmallows and hot chocolate!

8. Scary Story Illustrations

Pair your child's spooky story with illustrations. Let them bring their characters
and settings to life with drawings or paintings. This combination of writing and
visual art will enhance their storytelling experience and make their stories even
more captivating.

9. Personalized Halloween Invitations

Help your child embrace their author spirit by creating personalized Halloween
invitations. Let them write their own spooky messages, draw Halloween-themed
designs, and invite their friends to a fun spooky gathering.

10. Rewrite a Classic Ghost Story

Challenge your aspiring author to put their unique spin on a classic ghost story.
Encourage them to rewrite the ending, change character perspectives, or add
new thrilling plot twists. This activity will not only foster creativity but also
showcase their storytelling abilities.

11. Spooky Writing Prompts

Use spooky writing prompts to kickstart your child's imagination. Prompts like
"Write a story about a haunted graveyard" or "Describe the eerie sounds of a
haunted house" will give them the inspiration they need to get started on their
next spooky masterpiece.

12. Themed Writing Contests



Participate in themed writing contests or create your own. Whether it's a spooky
short story contest or a Halloween-themed poetry contest, these contests will
motivate your child to challenge themselves and continuously improve their
writing skills.

13. Create a Spooky Storytelling Blog

Encourage your child to create their own spooky storytelling blog. They can share
their stories with the world while practicing their writing skills and receiving
feedback from readers. This platform will help them build confidence in their
abilities and expand their creativity.

These 13 spooky activities will provide your aspiring author with a multitude of
opportunities to explore their love for writing and all things spooky. Encourage
them to use their imagination, experiment with different writing styles, and have
fun along the way. Who knows, they might just pen the next iconic Halloween
tale!
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13 Spooky Writing Prompts to ignite your imagination.
Bats and cats, owls and howls, trick-or-treat, hosts and ghosts.
Kids, have fun this Halloween by creating spooky stories to scare your family and
friends.
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fills the air, there's one extraordinary Christmas tale that captivates both
young and old hearts...
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Standing tall on Liberty Island in New York Harbor, the Statue of Liberty
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millions of immigrants who...
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How To Buy Gold And Silver Even When You
Have Very Little Money
Are you interested in investing in precious metals like gold and silver but
are concerned about the cost? Many people mistakenly believe that
buying gold and silver...

Unraveling the Mysterious Labyrinth of An
Irritation To Murder
Are you ready to embark on a journey filled with intrigue, suspicion, and
jaw-dropping twists? Allow us to introduce you to the captivating tale of
'An Irritation To...

The Adventures of Edward: A Heartwarming
Puppy Tale
Meet Edward, the adorable puppy who has stolen the hearts of readers
in the latest installment of "The Puppy Place" series written by Ellen
Miles. In the 49th book, Edward...

How Dollar Shave Club, Warby Parker, and
Other Disruptors Are Remaking What We Buy
In recent years, a wave of disruptive companies has emerged,
challenging traditional business models and reshaping entire industries.
Dollar Shave Club, Warby Parker,...
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Discover the Vibrant and Enchanting Ho Chi
Minh City Life: A Journey Through Culture,
Cuisine, and History
Ho Chi Minh City, formerly known as Saigon, is a bustling metropolis in
southern Vietnam with a rich history, captivating culture, and mouth-
watering cuisine....
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